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Track Allocation of Costs

• Reconcile center expenses and payroll with current 
studies and their contracts

• Business office

• Monthly reports 

• Staff hours 

• Payroll and benefits

• Accounting software package (QuickBooks)

• Shadow accounting system

• Separate from University system

• Meet our organization’s tracking and reporting 
needs
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One of the tasks our survey center management team has is reconciling…



Staff Hours

• Recorded by study

• Not associated to a specific study

• General administrative time

• Developing infrastructure and systems

• Attending conferences

• Benefit time

• Vacation

• Sick

• Leave

• Allocate across active studies for the month

• Business office and field supervisor staff
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Process – Original System

• Evolved over many years

• Multiple internally-developed data sources

• Spreadsheets

• Timesheet databases

• Manual data entry 

• Master spreadsheet 

• Seven data-entry worksheets

• One formula calculation worksheet

• Two formula-dependent summary/report 
worksheets 
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To provide a sense of the Master Spreadsheet, this is a VERY high-level overview of the formula calculation worksheet, showing there are 39 PAGES of rows and columns consisting of data and formulasIRL…[unfurl the banner]



Process Challenges – Master Spreadsheet

• Amount of data difficult to work with

• Grids display all possible studies and staff

• ~40 full-time and part-time staff 

• ~80-120 active projects during any given month

• Complex “spaghetti” formulas performing calculations

• Difficult to reliably update or modify

• Prone to data entry errors

• Time-consuming

• Create a new solution!
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[talk through bullet points…then…] Because of these ongoing challenges, we realized it was time to [CLICK] create a new solution!



Process Goals – New Solution

• Eliminate the Master Spreadsheet

• Leverage automation

• Minimize manual data entry

• Import data into a centralized data structure

• Business Office Software System (BOSS)

• Administrative software package

• Developed in-house

• Implement more useful reporting tools

• Provide “show your work” feature

• Illustrate how calculated values are produced
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In programming the new solution, my goals included…



Data Sources
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We began the development process by enumerating the data sources.  The first 5 are all internal to the Survey Center, and each records staff hours and time spent on each study.  These include… [CLICK 5 times and describe] The final data source [CLICK] is provided by the university and consists of spreadsheets with the dollar amounts for staff payroll and benefits.
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Next, we mapped the original workflow, in which our Business Office Manager [CLICK] Gathered information from the data sources [CLICK] Manually entered these data into a Master Spreadsheet, whose formulas calculated reporting results; allocating non-study specific hours across the active studies for the month[CLICK] Those reporting results were then manually entered [CLICK] Into our accounting software
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Our first objective was to eliminate the manual [CLICK] data entry process and the Master Spreadsheet.Programming [CLICK] that spreadsheet’s functionality into the BOSS 
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To access the existing data sources within the BOSS, we can directly query from the 3 databases [CLICK], so no further action is needed.For the remaining 3 spreadsheet data sources, we created an import process to [CLICK] load these data into the BOSS
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To demonstrate how much easier it now is to import data instead of manually entering it…1.  The import process is as simple as selecting the [CLICK] report month/year, the [CLICK] (2, 3, 4)The system [CLICK] displays the results of the import process, first validating the data file.  It throws an alert if there are any formatting errors or data values that it can’t evaluate, giving the user an opportunity to make corrections to the file, and then [CLICK] rerunning the import process until it successfully completes.



Import Data Source File Requirements

• Formalize file naming convention

• Including report month/year

• Lock down spreadsheet layout

• Perform data validation

• Create lists/categories, confirm during validation

• Throw meaningful validation errors

• Guide updates/corrections
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We determined a need to program 8 different data reports, and now that the import is complete, we can view those report results.  I’m going to briefly walk through just two of the reports…
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Every report has been programming with the capability of being [CLICK] exported as a CSV file.Realizing [CLICK] there was a need for two different types of report layouts:One is optimized to facilitate entering line-items into the accounting software, showing ONLY the data needed for that taskThis layout allows for a significantly faster and more accurate data entry process into QuickBooks
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The second report type provides a grid-layout of the data, which is better suited for our administrative staff to review…To demonstrate the “show your work” feature, we can [CLICK] select an accounting category column and a project row Click [CLICK] on its data cell to Display [CLICK] a popup webpage [CLICK] showing the selected item,The [CLICK] numbers used in the EQUATION to calculate the allocated hour value, andThe [CLICK] FORMULA, which describes where in the data reports those numbers came from.  This allows us to more easily understand, verify, and debug all calculations.



“Show Your Work” Feature

• Illustrates how calculated values are produced

• Debug tool

• Provides confidence in the calculations

• Training future staff

• Administrative staff consider future formula 
adjustments
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Testing and Debugging Results

• Ran both systems in parallel ~6 months

• Minor programming tweaks

• Account for “exceptional” or rarely seen data 

• “Show your work” feature invaluable

• Discrepancies consistently tracked back to the old 
system

• Spreadsheet formula errors

• Mis-keyed data entry
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Project Outcomes

• Exclusively using new system

• Time savings of ~10 hours per month for Business 
Office Manager

• More accurate

• Greatly reduced the risk of errors

• Faster turn-around for administrative staff
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Future Features

• Automate the rest of the process

• Import data directly into QuickBooks

• Eliminating all manual data entry

• Already taken steps towards implementing

• Estimate additional 8-10 hours of time-savings per 
month

• Create centralized database for Field staff

• Automate data gathering processes

• Electronic timesheets

• Electronic production logs
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Please visit us at:
www.uwsc.wisc.edu

Thank You!

For copies of this presentation or more information, contact:

Chris Schlapper

cschlapper@ssc.wisc.edu
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